Sealed Quotations are invited from Authorised printers/firms for Printing Case record file for IMR Projects to this Institute in the prescribed format as given below. The quotations should be submitted in proper letter head, seal and signature. All the rates should be clearly mentioned including tax, terms and conditions etc. The rate will not be enhanced once the quotation are finalized.

Quotations addressed to the under signed by name and superscribed “Quotations for printing case sheets for IMR projects” should reach this Institute by post on or before 10.01.2020 at 3.00 PM. Late receipt of quotation will not be considered. The undersigned reserves every right to accept or reject the quotation without any reason whatsoever.

Total No. of printed pages for each CRF = 130 nos. (Double side)(Matter for Printing will be provided)

Total copies of CRF = 40 nos. (Each CRF should be bound with tag by double punch)

Cover pages

Front page - Pink colour with print, (125 GSM )
Back page - Pink colour plane (125 GSM )